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[1] We analyze evolving stress and seismicity generated by three realizations of a discrete
model of a strike-slip fault in a three-dimensional (3-D) elastic half space using five
functions of stress and five functions of seismicity. The first model (F) has realistic
dynamic weakening (static minus dynamic frictions), the second (FC) has zero critical
dynamic weakening, and the third (SYS) is constrained to produce only system size
events. The results for model F show cyclical development, saturation, and destruction of
fluctuations and long-range correlations on the fault, punctuated by the system size events.
The development stage involves evolution of stress and seismicity to distributions having
broad ranges of scales, evolution of response functions toward scale-invariant behavior,
increasing seismicity rate and event sizes, and increasing hypocenter diffusion. Most
functions reach asymptotically stable values around 2/3 of the cycle and then fluctuate
until one event cascades to become the next large earthquake. In model FC the above
evolution is replaced by scale-invariant statistical fluctuations, while in model SYS the
signals show simple cyclic behavior. The results suggest that large earthquake cycles on
heterogeneous faults with realistic positive dynamic weakening are associated with
intermittent criticality, produced by spontaneous evolution of stress heterogeneities toward
a critical level of disorder having a broad range of scales. The stress evolution and
development of large earthquake cycles may be tracked with seismicity
functions. INDEX TERMS: 3220 Mathematical Geophysics: Nonlinear dynamics; 7209 Seismology:

Earthquake dynamics and mechanics; 7223 Seismology: Seismic hazard assessment and prediction; 7260

Seismology: Theory and modeling; 8164 Tectonophysics: Stresses—crust and lithosphere; KEYWORDS:
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1. Introduction

[2] Earthquake prediction would be a simple matter if
rheological properties and stress evolution on a fault were
precisely known. In the last few decades there has been
considerable progress in developing a detailed frictional
framework for the inception of brittle failures in the seis-
mogenic crust [e.g., Byerlee, 1978; Dieterich, 1992; Scholz,
2002]. However, the other pair member required for com-
pleting the mechanical description, the stress, is, in general,
not an observable quantity. It is important to search with
model calculations for appropriate surrogate variables that
can track the stress evolution on a fault. Such variables may

be useful for developing an improved strategy for forecast-
ing large events. In the present work we attempt to quantify
the spatiotemporal evolution of stress on a heterogeneous
fault in relation to seismicity using the discrete model of
Ben-Zion [1996] for a two-dimensional (2-D) segmented
strike-slip fault in a 3-D elastic half space (Figure 1a). The
model is sufficiently realistic to produce stress and seismic-
ity patterns that are likely to be relevant to natural faulting,
yet simple enough to allow some analytical understanding
and efficient numerical calculations.
[3] Ben-Zion [1996] suggested on the basis of qualitative

comparisons of stress distributions at different times that
during gradual tectonic loading, small and intermediate size
earthquakes produce stress roughening over their size
scales, which collectively smooth the longer wavelength
components of stress and prepare the fault for the occur-
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rence of a large event. The pattern is reversed during large
ruptures of size approaching the system dimension, which
reduce the stress level and smooth the fluctuations along the
large rupture area, while creating large stress concentrations
near its boundary and increasing the stress outside it [Ben-
Zion, 1996, Figures 8–11]. In the language of critical
phenomena, the smoothing of long wavelength stress fluc-
tuations in the evolutionary stage preceding large earth-
quakes corresponds to the development of long-range stress
correlations [e.g., Sornette and Sammis, 1995]. The system-
sized events that reroughen the long wavelength stress field
on the fault destroy the long-range correlations and set the
beginning of a new large earthquake cycle. In the following
sections this process is analyzed quantitatively with various
stress and seismicity variables. To provide a context for the
analysis, we first summarize briefly key model attributes
and previous results relevant to our work.
[4] The model contains a computational grid (region II of

Figure 1a) where evolving stress and seismicity are gener-
ated in response to ongoing loading imposed as slip bound-
ary conditions on the other fault regions. Boundary
conditions play a fundamental role on the resulting dynamics
and it is important to use conditions that mimic those
operating on natural faults. Following Ben-Zion and Rice
[1993], the model boundary conditions and geometry are

chosen to represent deformation along the central San
Andreas fault. Regions III and V creep at constant plate
velocity of 35 mm/yr, while regions I and IV follow staircase
slip histories with recurrence times of 150 yr. The stress
transfer due to the imposed boundary conditions and failing
grid cells is calculated using a discretized form of a boundary
integral equation employing the static solution of Chinnery
[1963] for dislocations in a 3-D elastic half space. The
employed boundary conditions produce, together with the
elastic stress transfer function, space- (and time-) dependent
loading, with strong stress concentrations or ‘‘shielding’’
near the edges of the computational grid. Strong stress
concentration at the bottom of the brittle seismogenic zone
is a general realistic feature of crustal faults. Stress concen-
trations and shielding along strike due to failing and locked
portions of faults are also general realistic features, although
not necessarily in the particular form used here.
[5] Deformation at each computational cell is the sum of

slip contributions from brittle and creep processes. The
brittle process (Figure 1b) is governed by distributions of
static friction ts, dynamic friction td, and arrest stress ta.
The static friction characterizes the brittle strength of a cell
until its initial failure in a given model earthquake. When
stress t at a cell reaches the static friction, the strength drops
to the dynamic friction for the remaining duration of the

Figure 1. (a) A planar representation of a 3-D segmented fault zone by a 2-D heterogeneous fault
embedded in a 3-D elastic half-space. The geometric disorder is modeled as disorder in strength
properties of the planar fault. On regions I, III, IV, and V, boundary conditions are specified. Region II is
a computational grid where spatiotemporal evolution of stress and slip are calculated. The shown model
configuration is tailored for the central San Andreas Fault. GH and MM mark approximate positions of
Gold Hill and Middle Mountain. (b) Schematic diagrams of stress versus time and stress versus slip at the
center of computational cells. Static strength, dynamic strength, arrest stress, and failure threshold are
denoted by ts, td, ta, and tf, respectively [from Ben-Zion and Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion, 1996].
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event. The stress at a failing cell drops to the arrest level ta,
which may be lower than td to accommodate dynamic
overshoot, producing local slip governed by the Chinnery’s
solution. The static friction, dynamic friction, and arrest
stress are connected via a dynamic overshoot coefficient
D = (ts � ta)/(ts � td). If the stress transfer from failing
regions increases the stress at other cells to their static or
dynamic strength thresholds, as appropriate, these cells fail
and the event grows. When the stress at all cells is below
the brittle failure thresholds, the model earthquake ends
and the strength at all failing cells recovers back to ts. The
creep process is governed by a power law dependency of
creep velocity on the local stress and space-dependent
coefficients that increase exponentially with depth and
with distance from the southern edge of the computational
grid. The chosen parameters produce an overall ‘‘pine
tree’’ stress-depth profile with a ‘‘brittle-ductile’’ transition
at a depth of about 12.5 km, and variable stress-along-
strike profiles with a ‘‘brittle-creep’’ transition around 65
km NW of the 1857 rupture (see Ben-Zion [1996] and
Ben-Zion and Rice [1993] for additional details).
[6] Fisher et al. [1997] andDahmen et al. [1998] studied a

simplified version of the model with a constant mean field
stress transfer instead of the 1/r3 elastic dependency on
distance r from the source, without the creep process in the
computational grid, and with creeping boundary conditions
everywhere else (regions I, III, IV, and V). Using renormal-
ization group theory, analysis of Bernoulli process and
computer simulations, they mapped analytically and numer-
ically the dynamics of the model to a phase diagram spanned
by two tuning parameters: a dynamic weakening coefficient
e= (ts� td)/ts and a conservation parameter of stress transfer
C. (Note that for finite stress drops t � ta and zero dynamic
weakening e = 0, the dynamic overshoot coefficient D is
unbounded.) Fisher et al. [1997] found that the model has an
underlying critical point of a phase transition at zero dynamic
weakening and full conservation of stress transfer. Since the
response of a system with tuning parameters at critical values
is scale-invariant, model simulations with e = 0, C = 1 should
produce power law statistics and time histories with fractal-
like fluctuations. This limit response is illustrated and used in
sections 3 and 4, where we attempt to characterize the
dynamical structure of simulation results for the general case
of tuning parameters not fixed at critical values.
[7] Dahmen et al. [1998] showed that in addition to

criticality, the model has different types of dynamic behav-
ior for different ranges of values of e and C, including a
regime with truncated power law frequency-size statistics of
earthquakes and a regime with mode-switching behavior.
The latter consists of self-driven fluctuations between time
intervals associated with relatively high seismic release and
frequency size statistics compatible with the characteristic
earthquake distribution, and time intervals with relatively
low seismic release and truncated power law frequency size
statistics. See also Ben-Zion et al. [1999] and Zöller et al.
[2003]. Since the model has different dynamic regimes for
different parameter values, it is not compatible with ‘‘self-
organized criticality’’ where there are no tuning parameters
[e.g., Main, 1996; Jensen, 1998].
[8] Extensive numerical simulations with several different

classes of models, summarized by Ben-Zion [2001], suggest
that the degree of disorder in fault heterogeneities is another

tuning parameter of the dynamics. Simulations with smooth
homogeneous systems produce typically a limited range of
event sizes [e.g., Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995, 1997;
Shaw and Rice, 2000], while simulations with strong hetero-
geneities generate broad frequency size statistics of earth-
quakes with some power law range [e.g., Ben-Zion and Rice,
1993, 1995; Lyakhovsky et al., 2001]. In general, the ability of
initial failure events to propagate and grow depends on the
existing distributions of strength and stress, or more precisely
on the difference between the two (i.e., the stress deficit). In
the present model, the strength properties are quenched but
the stress distributions (and hence the difference between
strength and stress) evolve with time. The lack of analytical
understanding of the effects of heterogeneities does not
allow us to fine tune the strength heterogeneities to produce
very closely an expected behavior (e.g., criticality), as can
be done with e and C. Nevertheless, Ben-Zion and Rice
[1993, 1995] and Ben-Zion [1996] showed that the range of
size scales characterizing the distribution (not necessarily a
power law) of brittle fault properties correlates with the
power law range of frequency size event statistics.
[9] The results of the present work indicate that during a

large earthquake cycle on a heterogeneous fault with tuning
parameters not at critical values, the stress evolves to a
distribution having a wide range of scales, thus bringing
dynamically the fault closer to a critical level of disorder.
This evolutionary stage is associated with increasing stress
fluctuations, transfer of stress power spectra from long to
small wavelengths, development of scale-invariant behavior
of response functions, increasing seismicity rate and max-
imum earthquake size, increasing power law range of
frequency size event statistics, increasing diffusion and
decreasing average depth of hypocenter locations, and
development of long-range correlations of stress and seis-
micity. During large system-sized events these trends are
reversed, leading to an overall evolution that may be
characterized as cyclical nonrepeating approach to and
retreat from criticality or intermittent criticality. The accom-
panying seismicity evolution over increasing length scales
forms a reversed cascade of events to that of turbulence.
[10] Details of the above pattern may be used to provide

an improved understanding of various stages of large
earthquake cycles on heterogeneous faults. Some of the
examined stress and seismicity functions reach asymptoti-
cally stable values around 2/3 of the cycle and then
fluctuate, while others continue to increase more slowly,
until one small event cascades to become the next large
earthquake. The evolutionary stage with increasing trends
can be considered interseismic with low probably for the
occurrence of a large earthquake, while the stage following
the establishment of several extrema may be referred to as
preseismic with increased large earthquake probability.
Continuing analysis with synthetic and observed data may
clarify further the dynamics of large earthquake cycles and
lead to the development of improved strategy for forecast-
ing large seismic events.

2. Analysis Techniques

2.1. Overview and Model Realizations

[11] To quantify the evolution of stress on a fault in
relation to seismicity and criticality, we calculate the tem-
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poral variations of five functions of stress and five functions
of seismicity using 150 years long histories simulated by
three model realizations. One model (F) has realistic proper-
ties and response functions, while the other two (FC and
SYS) are ‘‘control’’ cases that allow us to examine changes
in the dynamics associated with tuning parameters and
ongoing seismicity. In all models, the employed computa-
tional cells are squares with a dimension of 0.55 km, the
creep properties are as used by Ben-Zion [1996, Figure 3],
and the calculations are done with full conservation of stress
transfer (C = 1). To reduce effects associated with large
stress concentrations at the edges of the computational grid,
the stress analysis is done on the central part of the
seismogenic zone in the fault region 7.5 km < x < 62.5 km,
4 km < z < 8 km. The seismicity functions are calculated
over the entire computational grid. To focus on temporal
variations, the initial stress distribution is subtracted from
the stress values at subsequent times.
[12] The three model realizations have different brittle

properties as follows:
[13] 1) Model F has uniform static coefficient of friction

of 0.75, fractal distribution of arrest stress characterized by
fractal dimension 2.3, mean value 0.5, and standard devi-
ation 0.2, finite dynamic overshoot coefficient D = 1.25,
and corresponding (spatially variable) positive dynamic
weakening coefficient e > 0. The static friction increases
linearly with depth following an overburden gradient of
18 MPa/km, the average value of ts � ta along the fault
is 3.3 MPa, and the dynamic friction at each position is td =
ts + (ts � ta)/D (see Ben-Zion [1996] for additional
details). This model with heterogeneous distribution of
brittle stress drops and noncritical dynamic weakening
(finite e and D values) represents a general case and is the
primary target for the analysis.
[14] 2) Model FC has the same static friction and arrest

stress distributions as model F, but a critical value of
dynamic weakening coefficient e = 0 (i.e., td = ts). This
case is used to distinguish evolution of dynamical structures
characterizing results associated with large earthquake
cycles in systems with tuning parameters not fixed at critical
values, from scale-invariant structures expected to exist in
cases with tuning parameters at critical values.
[15] 3) Model SYS has the same static friction as model

F, uniform arrest stress ts � ta = 20 MPa, finite dynamic
overshoot coefficient D = 1.1 (and related finite e > 0), and a
feature that produces only system-sized events. The latter is
done by reducing the friction to the dynamic value every-
where on the computational grid after a brittle event starts at
any position. This model is used to distinguish collective
evolution associated with realistic ongoing population of
seismicity on a fault from simpler evolution associated only
with overall stress cycling due to continuous (space-depen-
dent) loading and occasional large earthquakes.
[16] The stress functions can be calculated at individual

times, over given time intervals, or for groups of events. The
latter two options involve averaging and produce smoother
results. The seismicity functions require populations of
earthquakes, which exist only in cases F and FC, and are
calculated for groups with a constant number (100) of
events. To enable comparisons between results of model
SYS with the other cases, the stress functions are first
calculated in section 3 at individual times. In section 4 the

stress and seismicity functions are calculated for event
groups to allow comparisons between the evolution of the
two sets of functions in models F and FC.

2.2. Stress Functions

[17] The five employed stress functions are:
[18] 1) Average stress on the fault

AS tð Þ ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

ti tð Þ; ð1aÞ

where ti(t) is the stress at cell i and time t minus initial
stress at the same position. The average stress tracks
evolution associated with the remote loading. In cases with
tuning parameters not fixed at critical values, the average
stress provides a simple illustration of large earthquake
cycles. In systems with tuning parameters at critical values,
the average stress and all other functions are scale-invariant
and hence do not have cyclical components related to large
earthquake occurrence.
[19] 2) Standard deviation of stress on the fault

SD tð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
i¼1

ti tð Þ � AS tð Þ½ �2
vuut : ð1bÞ

The standard deviation gives an estimate for the range of
fluctuations of stress on the fault. Increasing values
correspond to increasing stress disorder and possible
increasing proximity to a critical state.
[20] 3) Configurational entropy of stress on the fault

CE tð Þ ¼ �
Z

p s tð Þ½ � ln p s tð Þ½ �f gds; ð1cÞ

where p[s(t)] is the density distribution of stress on the fault
at time t minus initial stress. The variable CE(t), used
previously by Dahmen et al. [1998], characterizes the
evolving number of states of stress that are occupied on the
fault at a given time. Increasing values correspond to stress
distribution over broader range of states and possible
increasing proximity to a critical state.
[21] 4) Order parameter based on stress fluctuations on

the fault

SF tð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN
i¼1

ti tð Þ � �tið Þ2
vuut ; ð1dÞ

where �ti is the temporal average of stress at cell i during the
entire deformation history. The variable SF(t), motivated by
a similar variable of Ferguson [1997] based on slip-deficit
fluctuations in a block spring model, measures the temporal
evolution of the RMS stress fluctuations on the fault.
Increasing values correspond to increasing spatial correla-
tion of stress fluctuations and possible increasing proximity
to a critical state.
[22] 5) Two-dimensional power spectra of stress on the

fault at different times minus initial stress. A distribution of
power spectra over a broader range of scales corresponds to
a possible increasing proximity to a critical state.
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[23] There are clear conceptual overlaps between some of
the stress functions. For example, the standard deviation,
configurational entropy, and order parameter are different
measurements of stress fluctuations and are expected in
general to be in phase. In section 4 we analyze the
correlations between the stress functions (1a)–(1d) for
event groups in models F and FC.

2.3. Seismicity Functions

[24] The five seismicity functions are based on seven
functions used by Eneva and Ben-Zion [1997a], along with
a pattern recognition procedure, to characterize evolving
seismicity in the space, time and size domains. Eneva and
Ben-Zion [1997b] analyzed the evolution of the seven
functions in relation to large events in synthetic earthquake
catalogs generated by various realizations (including case F)
of the model of Ben-Zion [1996]. The first 4 functions in the
set used here are taken directly from Eneva and Ben-Zion
and are calculated for overlapping groups of 100 events
each moving forward in time by 20 events (and compared
quantitatively with the first 4 stress functions calculated for
the same groups). These choices provide a balance between
temporal and statistical resolutions as discussed by Eneva
and Ben-Zion [1997a, 1997b].
[25] The five employed seismicity functions are:
[26] 1) Spatial correlation dimension CD(tj) of hypocenter

locations for event group j in different time windows ending
at tj. The value of CD is given by the slope of a straight
segment in a double-logarithmic plot of

Cj Rð Þ ¼ pj r < Rð Þ
P

¼ 2pj r < Rð Þ
N N � 1ð Þ ; ð2aÞ

where pj is the number of event pairs in group j with
distance r < R and P is the total number of distinct pairs for
N events (here N = 100 per group). The calculations of Cj(R)
and CD(tj) are done over certain distance ranges where
scaling is observed. Following Eneva and Ben-Zion
[1997b], we estimate CD(tj) for all event groups using a
scaling distance range of 5–10 km. Larger values of CD
indicate less spatial clustering (or increasing spatial
diffusion) of hypocenters, compatible in general with
increasing proximity to a critical state.
[27] 2) Average depth of hypocenter locations on the fault

for event groups in different time windows

AZ tj
� �

¼ 1

N

Xtj
tji

z tð Þ; ð2bÞ

where z is the event depth and tji is the initial time of events
in group j. Since the imposed boundary conditions (Figure
1a) tend to produce stress concentration and clustering of
hypocenters at the bottom of the computational grid, local
minima of AZ(tj) indicate increasing spatial diffusion of
hypocenters and possible increasing proximity to a critical
state.
[28] 3) Time interval for the occurrence of a given

number (here 100) of earthquakes

TI tj
� �

¼ tj � tji: ð2cÞ

The temporal function TI is reciprocal to the seismicity rate.
Increasing values of TI(tj) correspond to decreasing
seismicity rates for which the term ‘‘seismic quiescence’’
is often used.
[29] 4) Ratio of number of events in different magnitude

ranges for event groups in different time windows

MR tj
� �

¼ nj M 	 M 0ð Þ
nj M < M 0ð Þ ; ð2dÞ

where M0, separating relatively small from relatively large
events, is chosen to be 4.0 on the basis of properties of the
frequency size statistics of earthquakes simulated by Ben-
Zion [1996, Figure 15]. When the frequency size event
statistics follow the Gutenberg-Richter power law distribu-
tion, log10N(M 	 M0) = a � bM0, the function MR is the
inverse of the b value. In general, however, determinations
of b values are problematic and depend on the used
magnitude range, tolerance level for deviations from pure
power law distribution, estimation method, etc. In contrast,
the function MR can be determined easily and unambigu-
ously for any distribution. This is especially important
for applications of the type done here with a small number
(N = 100) of events, many of which not belonging to a power
law range of frequency size statistics. Increasing values of
MR(tj) correspond to broadening frequency size distribution
and possible increasing proximity to a critical state.
[30] (5) For comparisons with more familiar parameters,

we also examine temporal changes in a values, b values, and
magnitude ranges of frequency size event statistics for larger
groups, formed by stacking all earthquakes that occur within
certain intervals prior to the large events. Increasing a values,
decreasing b values, and increasing range of event statistics
correspond to possible increasing proximity to a critical state.
[31] As with the stress functions, there are overlaps

between some of the seismicity parameters. For examples,
the spatial correlation dimension and average depth of
hypocenters are expected to cluster or diffuse in phase,
and the ratio of event numbers in different magnitude ranges
is a generalization of the range of power law frequency size
statistics. In section 4 we discuss the correlations between
the seismicity functions (2a)–(2d) for models F and FC.

3. Stress Analysis at Individual Times

[32] Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of stress in the
seismogenic zone of model F during a large earthquake
cycle. Each frame shows the difference between stress at a
given time and initial stress on the fault region 7.5 km < x <
62.5 km, 4 km < z < 8 km. Animation stressF of the stress
evolution during the large earthquake cycle with higher
density of frames is available as auxiliary material.1 The
stress is highly heterogeneous at all times, as is expected for
all model realizations of the employed cellular (discrete)
fault model. As discussed by Ben-Zion [1996], however, the
short-scale stress roughening generated by the ongoing
seismicity during a large earthquake cycle smoothes collec-
tively the large-scale stress field. This prepares the fault
(i.e., creates stress bridges that allow) for the occurrence of

1 Supporting Animations are available at ftp://ftp.agu.org/append/jb/
2002jb002121.
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a large system-sized event. The above pattern of smoothing/
roughening of long/short length scales of stress on the fault
is reversed during the large system-sized failures.
[33] Figure 3 shows temporal evolution of functions

(1a)–(1d) and seismicity in models F, FC, and SYS for
about 10 years. Models F and SYS have one large earth-
quake cycle during that time interval and the cycle is clearly
reflected in the structures of all functions. In contrast, the
functions calculated for model FC exhibit a fractal-like
behavior without preferred temporal scale or clear corre-
spondence to the largest earthquakes in the examined time
interval. The dramatic change from the cyclical structure of
functions in model F to fractal-like signals in model FC
illustrates the fundamental effect that the values of tuning
parameters (here dynamic weakening) can have on the
results. We also note that the ranges of values of the
functions for model FC are considerably smaller than
the ranges of values for models F and SYS.

[34] The large events in model F are separated by a
magnitude gap from the other events and, as discussed by
Ben-Zion [1996] and shown in the next section, the fre-
quency size event statistics for this case are compatible with
the characteristic earthquake distribution. (See Ben-Zion
and Rice [1993] for explanation on the magnitude gap in
terms of increasing stress concentration in elastic solid with
the size of the failure area.) The seismicity plot for model
FC has, in contrast, a smooth spread of events without
magnitude gaps and, as discussed by Fisher et al. [1997]
and illustrated in the next section, the frequency size event
statistics for this case follow a (truncated) power law
distribution. In model F with ongoing seismicity the func-
tions fluctuate, especially toward the end of the large
earthquake cycle, and have in general different phases than
those of model SYS with only large events. In addition, the
functions (1a)–(1d) reach in model F saturation levels
within the large earthquake cycle that may be used, together

Figure 2. Stress minus initial stress on the central portion of the computational grid at different times in
a large earthquake cycle for model F. The stress units are in bar with the zero level indicated by the flat
surface. During the evolution leading to large events (arrows with magnitude values) the stress becomes
rougher over relatively short length scales and smoother over relatively long ones. This trend is reversed
during the occurrence of large events. Note changes of stress scale at different times. See also animation
stressF with higher density, available as auxiliary material.
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with the increasing fluctuations of the time series, to mark
the establishment of a condition for the occurrence of a
future large event. In contrast, the evolution of these
functions in model SYS, associated solely with the space-
time-dependent loading, continues smoothly right up to the
time of the future large event without precursory saturation
and/or increasing fluctuations.
[35] Figures 4a–4d illustrate further the forgoing effects

using longer time series of 150 years. In models F and
SYS with dynamic weakening not at the critical value,
the stress functions have clear cyclical structure associated

with the times of the large events. In model FC with zero
dynamic weakening, the functions are characterized by
scale-invariant statistical fluctuations, without visible cor-
relation to the large events, and smaller ranges of values
than those generated by models F and SYS. The spikes
of the stress fluctuation function SF at the large event
times in models F and SYS are ‘‘after’’ (rather than
precursory) effects produced by stress distributions asso-
ciated with the large earthquakes. These spikes are sup-
pressed by the analysis of event groups done in the next
section.

Figure 3. Evolution of stress functions (1a)–(1d) and seismicity in models F, FC, and SYS over about
10 years. The signals for AS, SD, and SF are in bar, and CE is nondimensional. The results for models F
and SYS have clear cyclical components, while model FC produces fractal-like fluctuations.
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[36] Early in the cycles, the evolution of the stress
functions in model F is highly regular and similar to the
evolution in model SYS. As time in a large earthquake cycle
progresses, however, the stress functions in model F with

ongoing seismicity develop increasing fluctuations in con-
trast to the smooth results of model SYS. In particular,
following the establishment of saturation levels in functions
(1a)–(1d), the fluctuations in model F increase and become

Figure 4. Evolution of stress functions (1a)–(1d) and large earthquakes (circles) in models F, FC, and
SYS over 150 years. The results for models F and SYS show clear cyclical components, while the results
for model FC show scale-invariant statistical fluctuations. The functions in model F become
asymptotically stable and fluctuate before the occurrence of large events in contrast to the behavior in
model SYS. The insets illustrate the similarity of functions in model F toward the end of cycles to those
of model FC. The insets have (a) and (c) each 350 data points, (b) each 500 points, and (d) each 250
points.
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similar to the scale-invariant signals of model FC. This is
demonstrated in the insets of Figures 4a–4d, where it is
seen that late in the cycle both the shapes and scales of
fluctuations in model F are similar to those generated by
model FC. The results suggest that the establishment of
saturation in the stress functions for model F is associated
with development of long-range correlations, and dynamic
evolution of a tuning parameter related to strength � stress
(or stress deficit) heterogeneity toward a critical value.

[37] Figure 5a shows evolving 2-D power spectra of
stress in model F for the same large earthquake cycle of
Figure 2. The zero wave number components have been
removed from the results. Animation spectraF of the 2-D
power spectra evolution with higher density of frames is
available as auxiliary material. Early in the cycle, after the
occurrence of a large event, the spectral energy is con-
centrated in long wavelength components on the order of
the entire computational grid. The concentration of power

Figure 4. (continued)
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spectra in those long length scales is controlled by the
boundary conditions and represents energy associated with
the tectonic loading. The large spectral peak following a
system-sized event is produced by a stress drop, or a
negative stress change, over the scale of the system. The
ongoing low and intermediate size events transfer stress
spectral energy to smaller length scales and generate an
increasingly broader range of scales as the cycle pro-
gresses in time. The cascade of stress spectral energy from
large to small scales during a large earthquake cycle is
analogous to the phenomenology of turbulence in fluid
[e.g., Frisch, 1995]. However, the accompanying occur-
rence of increasingly larger events, discussed in the next
section, produces an opposite cascade from small to large
scales.

[38] Figures 5b and 5c show evolving 2-D power spectra
of stress in models FC and SYS for about 10 years.
Animations spectraFC and spectraSYS with higher density
of frames are available as auxiliary material. In model SYS
without evolving seismicity, the spectral energy remains
concentrated at the long wavelength components at all
times. The power spectra in the small length scales
decreases toward the middle of the cycle and then increases
back. This evolution is produced by the space-dependent
loading (Figure 1a) and is also reflected in the behavior of
functions CD and SF for model SYS in Figures 3 and 4. A
similar evolutionary trend is present in model F as well,
but is overcome there by the opposite evolution associated
with the ongoing seismicity. In model FC with dynamic
weakening at the zero critical value, the spectral energy is

Figure 5. (a) Two-dimensional power spectra of stress for model F over horizontal (kx) and vertical (kz)
wave numbers with the DC components removed. After the occurrence of large earthquakes, there are
high central peaks produced by stress drops over long wavelengths. With time into the large earthquake
cycle the power spectra become increasingly distributed over broad range of scales. (b) Same as Figure 5a
but for model FC (note change of scale). Here the power spectra are broadly distributed at all times. (c)
Same as Figure 5a but for model SYS (note change of scale). In this case the high central spectral peaks
exist at all times. See also animations with higher density of frames, spectraF, spectraFC, and spectraSYS.
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distributed over a broad range of scales at all times. As
discussed in the context of Figure 4, the evolution of
power spectra in model F toward the end of a large
earthquake cycle resembles in shape and scale the evolving
spectral energy in model FC. These features are shown
better in the animations (note the different scales in the
different movies).
[39] The progression in model F from concentration of

spectral energy over a narrow range of scales to a broad
distribution with time into a large earthquake cycle is
compatible with dynamic evolution toward an increasing
proximity to a critical state. This is similar to what is
assumed to occur in models of self-organized criticality
[e.g., Bak et al., 1988; Bak and Tang, 1989]. However, as
discussed in the introduction and illustrated by the calcu-
lations for case FC, our model has tuning parameters in
contrast to the premise of self-organized criticality [e.g.,
Jensen, 1998]. As mentioned above, the results for case F
may be understood as associated with dynamic evolution of
heterogeneity or disorder tuning parameter toward a critical
value. This may explain why the results for model F toward

the end of a large earthquake cycle are similar to the results
for model FC with a critical value of the dynamic weaken-
ing tuning parameter. The behavior of model F appears to
evolve during a large earthquake cycle from the response of
the unrealistic model SYS with a small number of dynamic
degrees of freedom, to the response of the unrealistic model
FC with permanent criticality (and infinite number of
dynamic degrees of freedom).
[40] The evolving spectral energy and stress functions

for model F become asymptotically stable or saturate
around 2/3–3/4 of a large earthquake cycle and then
fluctuate until one event becomes the next system-sized
earthquake and starts a new cycle. The configurational
entropy generally saturates first and the average stress
saturates last. The saturation of the evolving stress quanti-
ties corresponds physically to establishment of connectivity
paths that enable a properly located hypocenter to propagate
over the entire system. However, since the stress field is
highly heterogeneous with many local minima of various
sizes and shapes, the actual cascade of a brittle instability to
a system-sized earthquake is a statistical event. Thus the

Figure 5. (continued)
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smoothing of the long wavelength stress fluctuations and
associated development of extrema in the examined func-
tions provide a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
the occurrence of a system-sized event.
[41] Since stress is not directly observable, it is important

to find correlations between the features discussed above
and corresponding analysis of seismicity signals. Also, as
mentioned in section 2.2, the various stress functions are not
independent of each other. In the next section we discuss
correlations between the stress functions (1a)–(1d) calcu-
lated for groups of events, correlations between the seis-
micity functions (2a)–(2d) calculated for the same groups,
and correlations between the stress and seismicity functions.

4. Seismicity and Stress Analysis for
Groups of Events

[42] To analyze the temporal evolution of seismicity
functions, we follow Eneva and Ben-Zion [1997b] and use
overlapping groups of 100 events with a moving number
window of 20 events. Thus every five consecutive groups
share some events while the sixth group contains entirely

new events. The seismicity functions can not be calculated
for model SYS since it does not have event population
between the large earthquakes. To compare the evolution
of stress and seismicity functions in models F and FC, we
analyze the stress functions for those models using identical
event groups. To focus on the evolution preceding rather
than following large events, we ignore the five consecutive
groups after each large earthquake since those group values
can be strongly affected by the stress distributions and
changes of seismicity generated by the large events. As
discussed by Ben-Zion [1996], earthquakes in model F with
magnitude M 	 5.5 are large events since they reduce the
overall stress level in the computational grid rather than just
redistributing it internally. Because of the lack of a cyclic
structure in model FC, the size of large events in that model
is determined on the basis of statistical rather than physical
considerations. To have a similar ratio between the numbers
of large events in models FC and F as the ratio (1.75) of
the total numbers of events generated by the two models,
we choose large events in model FC to be earthquakes with
M 	 5.4. With these choices, the number of examined
groups for model F is 392 and for model FC it is 669.

Figure 5. (continued)
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[43] Figure 6a shows temporal evolution over 150 years
of group stress and seismicity functions for model F
together with the times of large events (thin vertical lines).
Figure 6b gives similar results for 75 evolution years in
model FC. The different timescales in Figures 6a and 6b are
chosen to allow easier visual comparison between the
results of the two models having significantly different
overall number of events. As discussed in section 3 for
evolving stress functions at individual times, the results for
model F have a clear cyclical structure punctuated by the
time of the large events, while the results for model FC
appear to be characterized by scale-invariant statistical
fluctuations. The group values of the standard deviation
(SD) and configurational entropy (CE) of stress in model F
reach saturation levels at about 1/2 to 2/3 of the large

earthquake cycles and then fluctuate around those levels
until the occurrence of a large event. The group values of
the average stress (AS) and stress fluctuation (SF) continue
to increase up or almost to the times of the large events.
[44] Since the seismicity functions in model F also follow

a cyclical evolution associated with the large events, they
track, with somewhat larger fluctuations, the evolution of the
stress functions. The increasing values of the spatial corre-
lation dimension (CD) during a large earthquake cycle
indicate the occurrence of events over increasingly larger
portions of the fault. This and the decreasing values of the
average depth (AZ) point to hypocenter migration in a large
earthquake cycle from the edges of the computational grid,
where there are large stress concentrations at the start of the
cycle, toward the center. The decreasing values of the time

Figure 6. (a) Evolving group values of stress functions (1a)–(1d) and seismicity functions (2a)–(2d)
for model F. Dashed segments interpolate over five ignored groups after each large (M 	 5.5) earthquake
(see text). Vertical lines indicate times of large events. The stress signals other than the nondimensional
CE are in bar, CD and MR are nondimensional, AZ is in km, and TI is in year. The functions have
cyclical behavior with increasing fluctuations and saturation or decreasing rate toward the end of each
cycle. (b) Same as Figure 6a but for model FC with large events having M 	 5.4. The results show scale-
invariant statistical fluctuations.
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interval (TI) of 100 events and increasing values of the
magnitude ratio (MR) during a cycle are associated with
increasing seismicity rates and event sizes with increasing
proximity to large earthquake times. The overall level of TI
in model F saturates at about 1/2 to 2/3 of the large
earthquake cycles (Figure 6a). The values of CD, AZ and
MR generally continue to evolve almost or up to the large
event times, although CD andMR sometime saturate around
2/3 of the cycle. The seismicity functions for model FC show
(Figure 6b) fractal-like fluctuations without clear correspon-
dence to either the stress functions or the times of the large
events. The seismicity functions in model F have increasing
fluctuations and higher resemblance to the results of model
FC toward the end of each cycle. The correlations between
the stress and seismicity parameters in the two different
models are examined more quantitatively below.
[45] To augment the estimates of the magnitude ratio MR,

we calculate frequency size statistics of earthquakes stacked
from four different time portions before the large model
events. Figure 7a shows cumulative frequency size statistics
of stacked events occurring in model F during the first,

second, third, and forth quarters of the time intervals between
large (M 	 5.5) model earthquakes. (The large events
themselves are not included in any portion.) Figure 7b gives
corresponding results for frequency size event statistics
from different portions of the time intervals between the
large (M 	 5.4) earthquakes in model FC. Figures 7c and 7d
show the frequency size statistics of all events (including the
large ones) in the 150-year catalogs for models F and FC,
respectively. As seen in Figure 7c, the statistics for model F
are compatible overall with the characteristic earthquake
distribution. The results for model F show, however, clear
evolution within large earthquake cycles (Figure 7a) man-
ifested by increasing a values, decreasing b values, and
increasing maximum and range of event sizes with approach-
ing times of the large earthquakes. (Similar evolutionary
trends can be discerned using rank order statistics [e.g.,
Jaumé, 2000].) In contrast, the statistics for model FC with
dynamic weakening at the critical value follow both overall
(Figure 7d) and at different time portions (Figure 7b) a power
law distribution, modified by finite size effects associated
with the minimum and maximum simulated events, without

Figure 6. (continued)
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evolutionary changes. The growing maximum event size
during a large earthquake cycle in model F, and increasing
ratio of relatively large to relatively small events reflected by
the evolution of function MR in Figure 6a, form an opposite
cascade to that occurring in turbulence as mentioned in
section 3.
[46] Figures 8a and 8b show interparameter correlation

plots for the stress functions (1a)–(1d) in models F and FC,

respectively. Tables 1a and 1b list values of the interpara-
meter correlations in models F and FC measured by linear
and nonparametric rank order Spearman coefficients rs. To
examine evolutionary trends in the correlation plots, the last
10 group values before each large earthquake are plotted
with a different symbol (+) than that of the other groups (o).
The results indicate that the group values of most stress
functions for model F (Figure 8a and Table 1a) are highly

Figure 7. (a) Cumulative frequency-size statistics of events stacked from different portions of large
earthquake cycles in model F. Results of stacked events from 0–25%, 25%–50%, 50%–75%, and 75%–
100% of the time intervals between large earthquakes with M 	 5.5 are denoted by circles, squares,
diamonds, and crosses, respectively. The statistics show increasing a values (arrow 1), decreasing b
values (arrow 2), and increasing maximum and range of events (arrow 3) as the large earthquake cycles
progress. (b) Same as Figure 7a but for model FC with large events having M 	 5.4. The results from all
time intervals are similar and do not show evolution. (c) Cumulative frequency-size statistics of all events
in 150-year history for model F. (d) Same as Figure 7c but for model FC.
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correlated (with rs > 0.8 for the pairs SF-AS and CE-SD)
and that the functions have clear evolution evidenced by
the clustering of the final values before the large events.
The existence of several nonoverlapping branches in
Figure 8a reflects the fact that the large earthquake cycles
in model F do not exactly repeat. The values in Figure 8a
of the last 10 groups in each cycle occupy different
portions of the branches and are significantly higher than
the remaining group values, indicating a gradual progres-
sion of all stress functions during the cyclical evolution
toward critical states. The apparent overlaps in the figure
between the last 10 and other group values are produced

by partial overlaps of the different branches. The
corresponding results for model FC (Figure 8b and Table
1b) also show strong correlations between some of the
stress functions (rs > 0.8 for SF-SD and CE-SD). However,
the final 10 values before the large events in Figure 8b do
not occupy distinct portions of the correlation plots,
indicating lack of persistent temporal evolution in model
FC. We note that the last ten group values before large
earthquakes in model F have a broader spread than other
ten group values and produce more amorphous shapes
similar to those generated by model FC.
[47] Figures 9a and 9b and Tables 2a and 2b give

correlation plots and coefficients between the different
seismicity functions. As discussed by Eneva and Ben-Zion
[1997b], the seismicity functions in model F (Figure 9a and

Figure 8. (a) Correlation plots of group stress functions (1a)–(1d) for model F. Plus signs mark values
for the final 10 groups before each large event, and circles show the other group values. All parameters
other than the nondimensional CE are in bar. Note the clear interparameter correlations and clustering
before large earthquakes. The correlation coefficients are listed in Table 1a. (b) Same as Figure 8a but for
model FC. Note the general lack of interparameter correlations and random appearance without relation
to times of large events. The correlation coefficients are in Table 1b.

Table 1a. Correlation Coefficients Between Stress Functions:

Model Fa

SF AS CE

AS 0.82
(0.77)

CE 0.37 0.40
(0.24) (0.62)

SD 0.16 0.22 0.89
(0.18) (0.51) (0.97)

aNote: values with and without parentheses are, respectively, linear
coefficients and nonparametric rank order Spearman correlation coefficients
(rs). The interparameter correlations can be significant even when the
values of rs are low [see Eneva and Ben-Zion, 1997b]. Coefficients smaller
than 0.1 are marked with ‘‘– ’’.

Table 1b. Correlation Coefficients Between Stress Functions:

Model FCa

SF AS CE

AS –
(�)

CE 0.57 �0.42
(0.59) (�0.46)

SD 0.81 �0.18 0.82
(0.81) (�0.22) (0.83)

aSame as for Table 1a.
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Table 2a) have significant correlations (up to rs = �0.72 for
the CD-AZ pair), yet they are complementary rather than
redundant. As with the stress functions, the last 10 values
before each large event (+) cluster in distinct regions of the
correlation plots, indicating clear overall cyclical evolution.
In contrast, the results for model FC (Figure 9b and Table 2b)
show considerably lower correlations and lack of persistent
evolution. The shapes and spreads produced by the final ten
groups in model F resemble those generated by model FC.
[48] An important goal of our work is to develop a

rationale for using seismicity-based functions for tracking
the evolution of stress on a fault. Figure 10a shows nine
examples of correlation plots for pairs of stress and seismic-
ity group values in model F. Table 3a gives the Spearman
and linear correlation coefficients of all 16 stress-seismicity
pairs formed by the stress functions (1a)–(1d) and seismicity

functions (2a)–(2d). In agreement with the previous results
and discussion, there are clear correlations between the stress
and seismicity functions in model F, with rs > 0.7 for the CD-
AS, AZ-CE and TI-AS pairs. The data for the last 10 groups
before large events cluster near the ends of the correlation
plots, indicating coherent evolution toward critical values of
both stress and seismicity functions during large earthquake
cycles. In contrast, the correlation plots and coefficient
values of the stress-seismicity pairs in model FC (Figure
10b and Table 3b) show weak or no correlations and lack of
clear temporal evolution. In model FC, the seismicity
functions provide little or no information on the evolving
stress. While the overall shapes and ranges of values in the
correlation plots of model F are different than those of model
FC, the shapes and values produced by the last ten groups of
model F resemble those of model FC.

Figure 9. (a) Correlation plots of group seismicity functions (2a)–(2d) for model F. Symbols are as in
Figure 8, CD and MR are nondimensional, AZ is in km, and TI is in year. The results show high
correlations and clear cyclical evolution. The correlation coefficients are in Table 2a. (b) Same as Figure
9a but for model FC. The results show low correlations and lack of cyclical evolution. The correlation
coefficients are in Table 2b.

Table 2a. Correlation Coefficients Between Seismicity Functions:

Model Fa

CD AZ TI

AZ �0.72
(�0.77)

TI �0.61 0.43
(�0.68) (0.60)

MR 0.69 �0.71 �0.46
(0.74) (�0.74) (�0.57)

aSame as for Table 1a.

Table 2b. Correlation Coefficients Between Seismicity Functions:

Model FCa

CD AZ TI

AZ –
(�)

TI – �0.39
(�) (�0.38)

MR 0.14 �0.28 0.18
(0.16) (�0.28) (0.17)

aSame as for Table 1a.
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Figure 10. (a) Correlation plots for nine pairs of stress and seismicity group values for model F.
Symbols and units are as in Figures 8 and 9. Note the high correlations between the stress and seismicity
signals and clustering before large earthquakes. The correlation coefficients of all 16 pairs of stress and
seismicity functions (1a)–(1d) and (2a)–(2d) are given in Table 3a. (b) Same as Figure 10a but for model
FC. Note the low interparameter correlation and lack of persistent evolution. The correlation coefficients
are in Table 3b.
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[49] Our seismicity functions are not necessarily the best
possible surrogate variables for the stress functions. Never-
theless, if the calculated correlations for model F are
indicative of those existing in nature, these observable
functions may be used to follow the evolution of stress
and development of large earthquake cycles on faults with
realistic values of static and dynamic frictions.

5. Discussion

[50] The problem of earthquake prediction is of funda-
mental importance to both society and earthquake science.
Progress in this problem is hampered, among other diffi-
culties, by the facts that the governing dynamic variables
like stress are not accessible for direct observations, and that
instrumental observations of seismicity exist, even in the
best cases, only for a fraction of a single large earthquake
cycle. Overcoming these difficulties will require joint anal-
yses of model and observed data. Examinations of long
simulated histories of stress, slip, surface deformation,
seismicity, and other variables of interest, for various types
of models and ranges of model parameters, can provide a
broader and deeper context for interpreting the limited and
incomplete observed data.
[51] In the present work we analyze evolving stress and

seismicity using the model of Ben-Zion [1996] for a large
segmented strike-slip fault in a 3-D elastic half space. The
model incorporates long-range elasticity, static/kinetic fric-
tion, power law creep, realistic boundary conditions, and
quenched heterogeneities. The framework attempts to
clarify the seismic response, on timescales of a few
hundreds of years, of large individual fault systems occu-
pying narrow and long spatial domains. As discussed by
Ben-Zion [1996] and Eneva and Ben-Zion [1997b], the
model results are compatible in general with many realistic
features of brittle deformation along large faults, including
stress profiles, hypocenter distributions, fault trace data,
compiled earthquake statistics, and high-resolution micro-
seismicity patterns.
[52] Ben-Zion and Sammis [2003] summarized multidis-

ciplinary information on the geometrical and mechanical
character of fault zones on the basis of field observations,
laboratory data, and various model predictions. The results
indicate that brittle failure of rock has an initial transient
phase associated with strain hardening rheology, distributed
deformation, and continual creation of new structures.
However, with increasing deformation the response is
replaced by strain weakening rheology and localization to
tabular zones that become the main carriers of subsequent

deformation. This structural evolution is accompanied by
changes in the mechanical behavior of faults. Laboratory
studies indicate that the static coefficient of friction for
many crustal rocks is around 0.7 [Byerlee, 1978], in general
agreement with stress measurements away from major faults
[e.g.,McGarr and Gay, 1978; Brudy et al., 1997]. However,
heat flow measurements along the San Andreas and other
faults in California [e.g., Brune et al., 1969; Lachenbruch
and Sass, 1992] and additional evidence summarized by
Ben-Zion [2001] indicate that large faults slip under con-
siderably lower stress compatible with a dynamic coeffi-
cient of friction of 0.2 or less.
[53] The above studies imply that model realizations in the

framework of Ben-Zion [1996] with a positive noncritical
dynamic weakening, as case F, correspond to large mature
faults like the San Andreas, North Anatolian, and Dead Sea
transforms. On the other hand, model realizations with
dynamic strengthening (not simulated here) correspond to
deformation associated with immature faults in evolutionary
stages preceding a throughgoing localization, or around
barriers and other off-fault regions. The special case of
model FC with a critical zero dynamic weakening (i.e.,
dynamic friction = static friction) corresponds to the transi-
tion between those two classes of deformation regimes and
structures. Since large mature faults sustain the largest
earthquakes (and are often near major urban areas), their
dynamical behavior is of special relevance to seismic hazard.
[54] Our results indicate that on large mature faults with a

positive dynamic weakening, the stress and seismicity
coevolve during a large earthquake cycle toward a state
resembling a critical phase transition. This is manifested by
development of scale-invariant structures of dynamic fields,
increasing correlation lengths of stress fluctuations and
seismicity, and increasing ranges of stress power spectra
and frequency size event statistics. These evolutionary
trends are accompanied by increasing maximum earthquake
size (and seismicity rate), in contrast to the large-to-small
progression of event sizes in turbulence. However, during a
large earthquake cycle the stress spectral energy is trans-
ferred from long to short length scales, and without a
continual input of stress by the tectonic loading over the
largest available scale the seismic activity will cease. Our
model may thus be viewed as having both inverse (small-to-
large) and direct (large-to-small) cascades. Turcotte et al.
[1999] and Gabrielov et al. [1999] give detailed discussions
of inverse and direct cascades of event sizes in the context
of forest fire and other cellular automata models.
[55] The evolving stress and seismicity functions for

model F become asymptotically stable or saturate around

Table 3a. Correlation Coefficients Between Seismicity and Stress

Functions: Model Fa

SF AS CE SD

CD 0.66 0.74 0.64 0.49
(0.60) (0.76) (0.78) (0.72)

AZ �0.66 �0.66 �0.73 �0.58
(�0.59) (�0.71) (�0.78) (�0.72)

TI �0.49 �0.73 �0.42 �0.31
(�0.37) (�0.78) (�0.78) (�0.71)

MR 0.57 0.63 0.63 0.54
(0.55) (0.67) (0.68) (0.64)

aSame as for Table 1a.

Table 3b. Correlation Coefficients Between Seismicity and Stress

Functions: Model FCa

SF AS CE SD

CD – – – –
(�) (�) (�) (�)

AZ 0.34 0.31 – 0.14
(0.34) (0.34) (�) (0.14)

TI �0.28 �0.18 – –
(�0.30) (�0.24) (�) (�)

MR – – – –
(�) (�) (�) (�)

aSame as for Table 1a.
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1/2–3/4 of a large earthquake cycle, depending on the
examined quantity, and then fluctuate until one hypocenter
cascades to become the next system-size event. The actual
saturation times are related to the employed (finite) size of
the fault and assumed constitutive parameters. For a given
fault size and rheological properties, the saturation of the
evolving stress quantities corresponds to establishment of
connecting paths (and long-range correlations) through the
heterogeneous stress field. These connections smooth col-
lectively the stress topography over large length scales and
allow a properly located hypocenter to propagate over the
entire system. Since the stress field is highly heterogeneous
over short length scales, however, the nucleation of brittle
instability in a position leading to a system-sized earthquake
is a statistical event. Thus the smoothing of the large-scale
stress components, the establishment of long-range correla-
tions, and the proximity of stress deficit disorder to a critical
level, provide a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a
system-sized event. The occurrence of a large earthquake
starts a new cycle manifested by concentration of stress
spectral energy in long (system-sized) wavelengths, initial
evolution of seismicity and stress functions along regular
(quasi linear and parabolic) dynamic structures, short cor-
relation lengths of stress and seismicity, and narrow range of
frequency size statistics. Regional earthquakes produce
additional perturbations to the evolving stress and seismic-
ity, not accounted for in our calculations, but those do not
change the essential character of the evolutionary process
itself and large earthquake cycle on a fault.
[56] The discussed evolution may be characterized overall

as intermittent criticality. This is different from self-orga-
nized criticality by the existence of cyclical evolution and
tuning parameters, both of which can be highly important
for possible forecasting of large events. The results are in
general agreement with calculations of Heimpel [1997]
based on a model similar to ours, cellular automata simu-
lations of Sammis and Smith [1999], Weatherley et al.
[2002], and Main et al. [2000], block spring calculations
of Kumagai et al. [1999], and analyses of Rundle et al.
[1999] and Klein et al. [2000] with several types of models.
In self-organized criticality, the behavior is characterized
solely by statistical fluctuations around a critical state [e.g.,
Bak et al., 1988; Main, 1996; Jensen, 1998]. This type of
evolution exists in the special model realization FC, where
we set the dynamic weakening parameter to the critical zero
value. However, in the more general and more realistic
model F with a finite positive dynamic weakening, the
evolution is richer and has, in addition to statistical fluctua-
tions, an overall cyclical structure.
[57] It is important to distinguish between self-organized

criticality and (intermittent) criticality, since proper recog-
nition and understanding of tuning parameters may be used
to organize observed data in categories associated with
different dynamic regimes. This can reduce the apparent
complexity of the data and enhance potentially informative
signals. Our results suggest, in agreement with Ben-Zion
and Rice [1993, 1995] and Ben-Zion [1996], that the range
of size scales characterizing fault heterogeneities may act as
a tuning parameter of the dynamics, with increasing range
corresponding to increasing proximity to criticality. In
model F and corresponding cases in nature (possibly the
San Andreas and other relatively straight faults), with a

narrow range of strength heterogeneities, the evolution
toward a critical state during a large earthquake cycle is
produced by stress fluctuations over increasing ranges of
scales. In model realizations with a broad range of strength
heterogeneities, like case M of Ben-Zion [1996], and
corresponding cases in nature (possibly the San Jacinto
and other disordered faults), the dynamics may be closer
to or at a critical state at all times as in model FC. The data
on geometrical properties of faults summarized by Ben-Zion
and Sammis [2003] suggest that faults evolve during their
active lifetime from the latter class to the former.
[58] The results of section 4 indicate that monitoring

changes of the seismicity functions (2a)–(2d) may be used
as a proxy for the evolution of stress and a large earthquake
cycle on a heterogeneous fault. These functions are not
necessarily the best surrogate variables for stress and large
seismic cycles and they should be augmented by other
functions that provide useful information on evolving de-
formation. Possible examples include the degrees of spatial
nonrandomness of hypocenters and event repetitiveness of
Eneva and Ben-Zion [1997a, 1997b], cumulative Benioff
strain [e.g., Bufe and Varnes, 1993; Bowman et al., 1998;
Jaumé and Sykes, 1999], evolving correlations of hypocenter
distributions [Zöller and Hainzl, 2002], and other signals
used in the prediction algorithms of Keilis-Borok and Kos-
sobokov [1990], Kossobokov et al. [2000], Pepke et al.
[1994], and Rundle et al. [2000]. Continuing studies of
evolving dynamic variables and observable response func-
tions like seismicity and surface deformation in model
simulations can improve the physical basis for understand-
ing large earthquake cycles. Combined analysis of results
from such studies and observed data may lead to the
development of improved prediction algorithms, having
shorter time windows of increased probability for the occur-
rence of large events and higher performance reliability.
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